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Scout Program To
Be Given Feb. 13

Iron ore samples taken from
Lyon county's famous Betweenthe-Rivers section and tested
by Prof. C. S. Crause, University
of Kentucky, show "great possibilities" of containing commercially profitable quantities of
iron, he said this week.
The top sample, taken from
Iron Hill, ran 50.5 percent. Other
samples graded down to 27 percent.
Professor Crause has written
to M. R. Fox, at Fox's store,
between-the-rivers,
as
whether he will undertake to
get out 30 tons and what this
would cost, as he is anxious to
obtain as many samples for testing as possible.
Interest at Eddyville has centered around possible construction of an iron smeltering plant,
with a good payroll, but should
this develop, the iron mining
would be a big factor for prosperity hereabouts.
At least two other interests,
both private, are said to be running tests on the Lyon county
iron ores, Rep. A. L. Love, Kuttawa, said last weekend. These
are interested in shipping the
ore, if of commercial value, by
the Cumberland River, to plants
they own.
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unty Agent's
Column
By J. F. Graham
You A Farm Bureau
her?
e local Farm Bureau will
aking its membership drive
month. Farmers all agree
farm organizations are es'al and that it is through
organizations that movets for individual and rural
unity improvements are
majority
ched. Yet the
d back and say let Bill do
d I'll get the benefits any.

y not all play the game?
e can't be the pitcher, play
We
some other position.
d all at least be good fans,
our admission and root long
loud for the team in the

cre is one farmer's reason
being a Farm Bureau memThese reasons are worthy
ought.
am a member of the Farm
au because it is an organin composed of farmers, ored by and for farmers, and
by
operated
oiled and
ers.
speaks and acts for me on
•rtant matters where I, as
individual, would have no
e or influence.
e Farm Bureau is cooperatone hundred percent in the
rt to bring about a lasting
e.
is doing everything possible

to secure legislation that will
prevent both inflation and deflation.
It is a "grass roots" organization
made up of community,
county, state and national bodies,
and its programs and policies
originate with members at community and county levels.
Farm Bureau is composed of
all types of farm people—small
and large landowners and tenants, women, boys and girls—
all of whom have a part in its
work and share in its benefits.
I can belong to Farm Bureau
and vote
and worship as I
please and belong to !Lily political party, church, organization
or lodge that I please as it is a
non-political, non-sectarian and
non-secret organization.
Farm Bureau is doing all possible to take Kentucky farms
out of the mud through building of farm-to-market roads and
to secure better telephone and
electrical services for rural people.
Farm Bureau is doing mor
for agriculture than all othe
farm organizations because i
prices, taxation, rural health
fights on all fronts — pant
education, legislation, transportation, markets, tariff, monetar
matters, production and coopera
tive efforts.
Farm Bureau believes in cooperation. It recognizes that bus
Mess, industry, labor and agri
culture must all prosper if w
enjoy National prosperity.

Ky. Farm News

Fertilizer

Come in and place your order with us
now and get an early delivery and have
your fertilizers when needed.
We are now taking orders for Funk's
G Hibrid Seed Corn.

Blue Grass
Orchard Grass
Rye Grass
-Korean
$3.50

Egg mash, 100-lb. bag
Hog Supplement ___________ _______ __ ____

4.10

Wheat Shorts

2.65

Robinson Implement
Company
John Deere Farm Equipment
GMC Motor Trucks

Wayne Feeds

Funk's Hybrids — VC Fertilizers

Phone 127-J

E AK

Helm Hatchery

Princeton, Ky.

NOW
SHOWING
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A Picture You'll Rave About!

HE

Princeton, Ky. March 31, 1923.
Mrs. W. H. Jones returned Wednesday from a three weeks' visit
to her daughter, Mrs. J. F. Morgan. She reports her sons, Mr.
Charles and Dr. John Jones, of
Louisville and Cincinnatti, as
having joined her in St. Louis
for a two days' visit last Saturday and Sunday.
Princeton, Ky. April 10, 1923.
Mrs. L. C. Cash and daughter,
Miss Carwin, left yesterday for

For producing the highest
yield ped acre of all varieties
of hybrid corn in a Logan county
4-H corn contest, Russell Edward
Peniek of the Adairville Club
won the grand prize of a $100
war bond. His yield was 83.6
bushels of Ky. 103 per acre. He
also won a $25 cash prize for
the highest production of yellow
hybrids.
Floyd Stratton, Auburn 4-H
Club, carried off the first prize
of $25 for the highest yield of
white varieties, his production
of Ky. 203 being 66.9 bushels
per acre.
James Hildebrand of the Harrison club and Tommy Taylor
won awards of $2.50 each for
producing the best samples of
yellow and white corn, respectively. Young Hildebrand also
submitted the best record book.
Logan
by the
Sponsored
County Hybrid Seed Corn Association, a total of $217.50 was
awarded in prizes in the contest.
A similar event is planned for
•
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Logan 4-H Members
Produce Good Corn

We have the following:

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

News From The Past

High Grade

Red Clover
Sweet Clover
Red Top
Timothy

and hopes to increase that record! ty produced tobacco that averaged more than 2,000 pounds
this year.
Caldwell county has a 4.H per acre.
club enrollment of 564 girls and
491 boys.
The growing of U. S. 13 and
Ky. 103 varieties of corn are
If you sutler from rheumatic, arthri.
neuritia pain, try
this simple
or
largely responsible for the good NI
recipe
thouaands
home
that
inexpert/rive
yields last year on river and are using. Get a package of hula
Compound. a 2 week.' /apply today, Mil
Carlisle
in
creek bottom land
with a quart of water, all dm
it
Juke of 4 lemon*. It, easy, pleasant
county.
and no trouble at all. You need only )
Sixteen 4-H club boys and tablespoonfuls two times a day. Often
over.
hours — sometImu
girls in Garrard county have within 18splendid
results are obtained.
night —
52 calves on feed for the Louis- If the pans do not quickly leave
if you do not feel better, Rule
ville Fat Cattle Show and Sale and
will cost you nothing to try as it is
&old by yuur druggist under an absonext fall.
lute
RuEz
monerback
guarantee.
For the third successive year, Compound is for sale and recommended by
Harve McBrayer of llowen cuuziDAV,VSON'S DRUG STORE

J. E. Hastings of Monroe
county primed 552 pounds of
Ky. 41 A tobacco which brought
him $266.
Leasing Huey of Boone county,
who grew Ky. 52 tobacco for the
second successive year, saved 16
pounds of seed.
The growing of hybrid corn
and the improvement of dairy
cattle are major projects to be
stressed by farmers in Spencer
county this year.
Everett Robinson of Adair
county last March treated a fiveacre field . with 80 pounds of
ammonium nitrate per acre, and
harvested 24 bushels of wheat
per acre.
Due to early seeding and use
of 20 percent phosphate, cover
crops in Elliott county are estiU. S. NAVY TRUCK ATTACKED DURING SHANGHAI LABOR DEMONSTRATION — Hundreds mated to be the best ever grown
of Chinese mill around U. S. Navy truck (arrow) at intersection of Nanking, Tibet and Bubbling there.
Thirty-one fescue growers of
Well road in Shanghai Jan. 22 during parade of thousands of Chinese workers demonstrating for
labor reforms. Three U. S. sailors were beaten and several received minor bruises. An Ameri- Trigg and Christian counties
have organized to market their
can Army officer also was slightly injured. (AP Wirephoto)
seed.
Easily Made Gadget
George Calfee of Lincoln
county primed 1,374 pounds of
Saves Farmers Time
tobacco from two acres, selling
labor-saving
and
time
A
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those wooden gadget for holding to- it for $675.
Mrs. Belle Pursifull of Bell
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- bacco sticks, making it possible county sold more than $300
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader for one man to do the work worth of garden plants in 1945,
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, usually done by two in pulling
shortly after the turn of the centiny, wrote them.
tobacco from the sticks and blukPrinceton, Ky. March 6, 1923. a few days' trip to Louisville.
ing it, has been designed and
Master James Rice, of Louisville, Miss Carwin will be examined
agricultural engineers Nationally famous—
pharmacist's built by
is visiting his grandparents, Mr. for a registered
at the Kentucky College of HELM'S CHICKS—U. S.
and Mrs. George Rice and his certificate. She passed the assistAgriculture and Home Economics.
ant pharmacist examination last
aunt, Mrs. T. R. Buttermore.
Pullo r u m
Careful time records show Approved
summer receiving a high averIt is estimated that 81 percen
that under the usual system of controlled
Hold four
of the people in the world hay a Princeton, Ky. March 16, 1923. age.
pulling tobacco from the stick
records
time
all
world
a real income of less than $10 per Attend the Easter Egg Hunt on
and bluking it, 4.4 man hours
Mrs. Gerard Kevil's lawn Sat- -1 Princeton, Ky. April 20, 1923. per acre are required. With the — Immediate delivery
breadwinner per week.
urday, March 31, at 3 o'clock. Mr. B. A. Mitchell, of Martwicli, use of the stick holder, 25 to 30
— Chicks now in brood10 cents admission entitles you enroute to Albuquerque, Mex., percent of the time is saved, one
ers — Also booking for
to all the eggs you can find. to join his wife, where they man doing the work.
Come and bring the children for will make their future home,
The stick holder is said to be future—Matings contain
spent a few days in the city
a pleasant afternoon.
practically helpful when hooks
hundreds of ROP males
this week as a guest of his sisare used in lowering tobacco, as
Princeton, Ky. March 16, 1923. ter, Mrs. B. G. Harrington.
hens with official
from
it eliminates the necessity of
Master Duke Pettit, son of Mr.
slipping the tobacco to one end records from 200-300
Painceton, Ky. April 20, 1923.
and Mrs. Duke Pettit, of Princeof the stick.
eggs. Call for free
ton, who has been in the I. C. Mrs. Harry Blades, Jr., left
a
for
visit
morning
Thursday
Hospital, has been removed to
Brooding Bulletins.
Line
the home of his aunt, Mrs. Joe of several days to Mrs. Donald Drinks On The
Lenzburg, Switzerland— (113) —
Brooks, of West Kentucky Ave- Dugger, of Chicago.
When the mortgage was lifted
nue. He is improved — Paducah
recently on a local rail line, to
Sun.
which citizens had contributed
Across from hitchyard
heavily, each citizen of Lenzburg
Princeton, Ky. March 16. 1923.
was given a bottle of wine
PRINCETON
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Small,
wrapped in shares with coupons.
of East Main street, are the
proud parents of a fine baby
Insurance Agency
boy born Tuesday, March 6. His
nettle is James L., Jr.
Established

High Grade Fertilizers pay big dividends when used on your crops. Feed
your land and your land will feed you.
We have plenty of high grade fertilizer,
phosphate and Ammonium Nitrate allotted us to supply our 1946 Spring and
Summer trade.
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Plus!...M-G-M Featurette
"WELCOME HOME"
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

1907

"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

ItIVLANTES
irdiDOXECITY

We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insurance from this Agency,
you are bringing security home.

Here's More!
3 STOOGES COMEDY
NO. 6 — "ZORRO'S BLACK WHIP"

Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Island City, N.Y.
Hopkinsville Bottling Company

Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola

TWO GREAT HITS
For Your "Must See" List!
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TWO GREAT HITS
You Can't Afford To Miss!

WED., THI.T.
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DRINK

WATCH FOR THESE COMING HITS!
Iv
HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
SOMIID UP10111 ALINIONTY Of TIM COCA-COLA COMPANY

ERROL FLYNN and ALEXIS SMITH in "SAN ANTONIO" — JOAN LESLIE in "TOO YOUNG TO KNOW"— Ed Gardnor's Radio Show "DUFFY'S TAVERN"
with Stars, Stars, Stars — CHARLES BOYER and LAUREN BACALL in "CONFIDENTIAL AGENT"

Cooper Sounds

Shot Up In War;
Shot Full Of Education

Deaths-funerals

Fort Lewis, Wash.—W)—Pfc.
Gustaf A. Carlson of Coeur d'Alene, Ida., is regarded as the
"prize speciman" of the information section of the Madigan convalescent center.
He had not finished his first
year of high school when he
went overseas. During six months
convalescence here from two
wounds he had become a fullMrs. Sallie Cluck
fledged high school graduate
Mrs. Sallie Cluck, 72, died at and has 24 semester hours to his
the home of her grandson, Mc- credit to enter college with when
Kinley Alexander, of this coun- he is discharged.
ty, last Thursday. Funeral ser- Edna DeMeYer, and a daughter,
vices were held Friday at Rock Anna Mary; three brothers and
Springs, with the Rev. Walker, a sister.
officiating, Burial was in the
Interment was in Carlisle.
:church cemetery.

William L. Rogers

Funeral services for Wilhelm
Lee Rogers, 82, who died at his
home near the Second Baptist
Church Tuesday were held at
Morgan's Funeral Home Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Burial was in Liberty cemetery,
Caldwell county.

James Valentine

Clyde Rucker

Word has been received here
of the death of Clyde Rucker
at Pasadena, Calif., January 29.
Funeral services were conducted
there Tuesday. Mr. Rucker was
a son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
S. J. Rucker, of this county, and
a nephew of Mrs. Dixie Vivian,
S. M. DeMyer
S. M. DeMyer, 53, former tele- W. Market street.
graph operator here, died suddenly Sunday afternoon, while Walter Holloman
at work at the railroad station
Funeral services for Walter
in Fulton, where he has been Holloman, 65, who died last
employed since 1940.
Wednesday at the home of his
Funeral services were held at daughter, Mrs. Ike Coleman,
home Tuesday afternoon with Maple Avenue, were held Thursthe Rev. Sam Ed Bradley, pas- day afternoon 'at 2:30 o'clock at
tor of the Fulton Baptist Church the Coleman home, with the
officiating, assisted by the Rev. Rev. H. G. M. Hatter, officiating.
J. G. Cothran, of Louisville.
Mr. Holloman is survived by
Survivors are his widow; Mrs. several children. Burial was in
Meeks cemetery.
Funeral services far James
Valentine, who died at his home
near Cerulean last Wednesday
were held at Ladd cemetery,
Tiigg county, Thursday.

,
;
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Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Deakr
Fredonia, Ky.

Card Of Thanks
We wish to extend sincere
thanks and gratitude to our
many neighbors and friends for
their words and acts of kindness
shown us and her during the
illness and passing of our dear
wife and mother. May the Lord
bless each one is our prayer.
J. W. Keller;
children and

HERE TO JOIN HUSBANDS --These are some of the British war brides who arrived aboard
the liner Argentina in New York, to join their husbands. Left to right and their destinations;
(top) Mrs. Grace Stark, Rock Falls, Ill.; Mrs. Edith Somrak, Calumet, Mich.; Mrs. Un'eSinith,
Celina, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Sorensen, Staten Island, N. Y.; Mrs. Jessica Starkey, Chester, Pa.; (bottom) Mrs. Jeanne Stevens, Lyndhurst, N. J.; Mrs. Daisy Stevens, Indianapolis, Ind.; Mrs. Hilda
Smitley, Decatur, Ill.; Mrs. Marie Stacy, Hampton, Ia.; Mrs. Doris Stager, Union City, N. J.
(AP Wirephoto)

Game lawbreakers Finn Homage To Lenin
Are Being Curbed

Helsinki—(.4')--A Lenin museum has been opened in Tampere, Finland, at the place where
Lenin and Stalin met for the
first time in December, 1905, at
a Russian social democratic
party meeting which was held
there in secret. The city of Tampere financed the museum and
the state will continue to support
it with an annual fund of 300,000 Finnrnarks.

Scandinavia Aids Poland
Warsaw. Poland — (A') —
The government has announced
that it intends to lease 12,000
railway cars and to buy outright another 200 from Sweden
to help relieve Poland's acute
lack of transport. Four hundred
cars and twelve locomotives are
to be leased to Norway.

(Continued from Page One)
er. "Like other products," he
added, "it is grown where it
can be produced to best advantage in the use of land and labor
for profit, unless arbitrary restraint are placed on such production. Regulations which do
not recognize the economic tendencies for areas of production
to change, eventually meet with
great economic pres.aure for such
changes."
In conclusion, .Dean Cooper
said "future developments in the
production of burley tobacco, as
well as present conditions, must
be considered in any suitable
price policy."
Dean Cooper's remarks highlighted a Farm and Home day
filled with sectional meetings
for discussion of specialized
farm topics and a "fun and frolic" banquet last night in the
ballroom at the Student Union
building.

Coast Guard's Recruiting
Quota Calls For
Aviation Personnel
A dire need for experienced
aviation enlisted personnel in
the Coast Guard was announced
this week by Chief Gunner's
Mate Paul Nauman, Officer in
charge of the Coast Guard Recruiting Offide at 660 South 4th
Street, Louisville, Ky. New recruits now entering the Coast
Guard have an excellent opportunity of acquiring aviation
mechanical training, and exservicemen who have held aviation ratings in.. other branches
of military service are urgently
needed in the U. S. Coast Guard
Air-Sea Rescue Service.
Enlistments in the regular
Coast Guard are effected for 2,
3 4 and 6 years. Increased quotas
are attributed to new developments and expansion in various
branches of the Coast Guard's
operations.
The Coast Guard is interested
particularly in enlisting young
men between 17 and 25, with
no previous military service, and
ex-service men under 30 who
have definite aptitudes for such
Mechanics, and are interested
specialist jobs as Radio and
in learning a career.

Frankfort—Are game and lish
violations diminishing?
That may be a '$64 question'
but Frank Phipps, superintendent of conservation officers,
answered it in the affirmative,
Herring Boon
using the December, 1945, report
Lowestoft, England — (JP) —
as barometer.
Asdic, U-boat tracking devices,
In the report conservation
In canning cherries, peaches
officers showed 42 arrests with and other fruit, leave seeds in are being used experimentally
for spotting herring shoals.
38 convictions losing four cases.
few for better flavor.
The total licenses checked that
Everybody reads The Leader!
month were 1,436. Comparing
t with December, 1944, 85 arrests
were made. 75 of those violators
were tried, resulting with 74
convictions. The remaining ten
were held over for another term
of court. The licenses checked
PERMANENT TENURE
totaled 1,102.
Positions In local and field offiConclusively, the condition I have now returned to
ces of Department of Welfare
afield reveal improvement over
and the Unemployment Commy former occupation
former years with the number
pensation Commission:—Clerks,
of arrests being cut half and the of selling and serviceing
Typists, Stenographers, $100200; Machine Operators, $110number of licenses checked being the
Accounting positions, $120170;
on the increase.
285; Statisticians, $160- 285;
"This is a good indication,"
Interviewers, $130-280; Refersaid Phipps, "that with the reee, $200-225; Field Worker,
*150-175; Child Welfare Workduction of arrests, the people of
Airplane Fox Hunter
ers, $125-280.
Kentucky are becoming more
/vierit System examinations will
Needs Flock Of Bird Dogs
conservation-minded and law Air, Purifier and Cleaner
be given March 23 in Ashland,
Anderson, Ind.— (A3) —Authur
abiding in regard to game and
Bowling Green, Covington,
Darlington, airport owner, hunts
Frankfort, Hazard, Hopkinsfish laws, which is gratifying
Call
vile, Louisville, Mayfield, Midfoxes with an airplane and 12
to the Division."
dlesboro, Morehead, Owensboro.
gauge shotgun. He has killed
Pikeville, Richmond, Somerset.
34 since Christmas, collecting a
... For full particulars and apGood Care Makes
$5 bounty on each animal and
plications write Personnel Examination Supervisor, 107 New
Hens Profitable
$3.50 for each pelt.
Office Building, Frankfort. APPhone 231
That Mrs. Ray Burns of
It isn't a sure-fire method,
PLY NOW? FINAL DATE
Robertson county realized a proDarlington admits. He fired 25
FOR FILING, FEBRUARY 28,
fit of $3.51 per bird from an
1948.
shots on one flight without hitaverage flock of 105 New Hampting a fox.
shire pullets was due only in
part to a good market, according to Farm Agent Arthur A.
Williams. He lists well-bred
birds, good feeding, adequate
housing, close culling, use of
sanitation methods and control FORD 39-42
of parasites as being regular Front or Rear
practices of this poultry proNice four-room dwelling; located on Mcducer. As a result, she received (Other cars, similar savings)
a premium on eggs sold to a
Clamip-Ose
Goodwin street. See or call
hatchery.
DOOR
Mrs. Burns' poultry record
book shows an income for the
MIRROR
year of $689.14, with expenses
IN WI •
totaling $290.29, leaving her a
net profit of $398.85.

MEMBER COUNTY COUR
ADDS PRAISE TO RETONG
Pains In Legs Relieved,
He Can Eat Anything
And Can Superintend
His Farm Again, Says
Magistrate,. Discusses
Case.
Well-known men and women
continue tb come forward with
praise for Retonga. One of the
latest is Mr. W. H. Higginbotham, Route 4, Winchester, Tennessee, one of the most prominent men in his county. Mr.
Higginbotham taught school for
35 years, has taught the same
Sunday School Class for over
40 years, is a Magistrate of the
2nd. District and Past Master
of his Masonic Lodge. Speaking
of Retonga he greatfully stated:
"For about a year acid indigestion, sluggish elimination and
excruciating pains in my arms
and legs gave me no peace. I
was almost afraid to eat. I was a
slave to laxatives and my head
often swan from sluggish elimination until I could hardly get
about. The pains in my legs
became so severe I was forced
to use crutches.
"I finally tried Retonga and
the relief it gave me was far
beyond anything I expected. My

aai
'

we
:
W. H. HIGGINBOTH
ppetite is splendid and
nything I want. I discard
rutches and no longer
arsh laxatives, and I am
superintending my farm
eaching my Sunday
Class. Retonga is far ah
anything in my experie
Retonga is intended to
distress due to insufficien
of digestive juices in th
mach, loss of appetite, V
B-1 deficiency and consti
Thousands praise it. Acc
substitute. Retonga may
tined at Dawson's Drug

For Sale
One 515 A. Tract, near Marion with $7,5
worth of improvements for

$12,000
Also 84 A. on Wilson Warehouse

$2,200
Includes dwelling and barn

all good la

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate
Princeton, Ky.

Phones 54, Res.

Electrolux

0131D---(

9

STAPLERS

M. I. Hulan

Simplest noochonismo ... fewest
ports... Nothing to got ow, of
onto,... Only mooch's* prorrirlhog comploho
tick bock the hood end '
ye,
Wive it...Note wide *pan staple
cinannoi for split-socomel
every $WINGIJNE agginnts
tor tacking la a Jiffy.

HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY

WELCOME SLEEP RELAXATION!

For Sale

MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY

!Nor* No. 2

FEBRUARY PRICE
on Fine Beddiug

702 So. Main

Pennies From Heaven
Make Nickel Puzzle

To take care of the continued heavy volume of long
distance calls, thousands of miles of long distance
circuits are being added to the South's telephone
network.
As construction work progresses, calls now sometimes delayed, will begin to find new paths. In the
)
meantime, if your call happens to be delayed, we
hope you will understand. We are faced with a big
Job that will take a lot of time
and money to complete. But
we are going at it eagerly and
efficiently with every resource
al our command.

Newark, N. J. — (IP) — The
theory of relativity must have
something to do with the fouryear take from Newark's parking meters.
By actual count there were
dollars and cents was $245,276.98
4,904,770 nickels. The take in
Public safety director John
B. Keenan isn't very upset about
the profit of $38.48. What bothers
him is the odd change involved.
It means that some good citizens
tried—and succeeded—in putting

Phone 25

50-lb. felt mattress enclosed in a finely m
tufted ticking. Your choice of several po
colors.

Western
Auto

$19.75

Associate
Store

SIMMONS

SIMMONS

WHITE HAVEN

WHITE KNIGHT

Mattresses Mattress;

Formal Opening Soon
John Davis
%Scn
MONUMENTS
of
CUALITY
Established 1882
Mr. W. R. Allen, a man of 25 years' experience,
has been employed as stone-cutter and manager.

Telephones 96 & 425

Princeton, Ky.

and

•
Visit this station for your gasoline and oil for tractors

Box Springs

and other farm uses.

Ethyl Gas
White Gas
Kerosene
Pennzoil

18.6¢ gal.
161
/
2¢
per gal.'
100% pure oil

To Match

395FOi,

h

We can also take your Urea and have them recapped

We will give you 1¢ off if you buy 50 gal.
or more gasoline.
A good grade of motor oil to farmers at 58e per gal.
when you purchase 5 gal. or more.

B. B. WILLMMS, Mgr.
Princeton,

Other Box Springs priced
as low as $19.15
FEATHER PILLOWS $2.68 PAIR

HOPKINSVILL

Kentucky

LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
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liar — Thompson
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/
rs. A. H. McKinnon arstthe
serious illness of her mother,
"
Mrs. N. T. McKinnon.
• • •
Miss Sarah Delia Cunningham,
student at St. Joseph's Academy,
Maple Mount, spent last weekend with her father, Mark Cunningham and brother, "Mickey."
• • •

r. and Mrs. Wylie Stegar
ar, Bowling Green, announce
engagement and approachmarriage of their daughter,
lyn Polk, to Lieut. (ig)
es Ralph Thompson, USNR.,
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Thompof Hermitage, Ark.
e wedding will take place on
rday evening, February 9,
8 o'clock at an Episcopal
eh in New Orleans, La.
iss Dollar attended Gulf
k college, Gulfport, Miss.,
the University of Madison,
., and the Katherine Gibbs
eterial school in Chicago.
is a member of Kappa Kappa
m m a sorority. Lieutenant
pson is a graduate of
ansas A. M. college and the
Midshipman school in ChiHe spent 21 months of sea
in the South Pacific.

der — Crowe.
e wedding of Lt. Dora
e Carder and Capt. John
Crowe took place Friday,
25, at the post chapel,
nell General Hospital,
ham, Utah.
rs. Crowe is the daughter
r. and Mrs. J. Roy Carder,
n, Tex., and is on the nursstaff at Bushnell.
ptain Crowe is a son of
and Mrs. J. Wilburn Crowe,
is county, and is in cornd of the cold storage and
geration plant at Bushnell.
erved in Iran before being
ferred to Brigham last

P W Club
e regular monthly meeting
e Business and Professional
en's Club will be held at
George Coon Library toat 8 o'clock, it was anred by Mrs. Duke Pettit,
iss Ruth Lytle, home econt for the local K. U., and
Leona Trader, circuit court
, will be on the program.

Miss Dorothy Gene Faith and
Mr. Charles M. Goodaker, Jr.,
at the Central
were married
Presbyterian Church, Olensboro, January 28, at 8 o'clock, with
the Rev. E. N. Hart, pastor, officiating. Attendants were Miss
Virginia Lax, maid of honor;
Mrs. W. W. Moore and Miss
Maxine Rays, bridesmaids. Mr.
Rex Goodaker, brother of the
map.
best
bridegroom, was
Messrs. Virgil Goodaker and
Donal Eugene Faith, groomsmen; Messrs. Walter Kantmann,
George Lax and Cecil Inglehart were ushers.
The double ring ceremony was
read by candlelight before an
altar banked with palm trees,
snapdragons, gladiolas, cedar and
potted plants. Miss Mary Ann
White presided at the organ,
with Miss Jean Ann Pate, as
soloist.
The bride, attired in a white
silk jersey gown, fashioned
with a
along princess lines
sweetheart neck, entered the
church on the arm of her father, who gave her in marriage.
Her fingertip veil of illusion net
was held in place by a coronet
of orange blossoms. She carried
an arm bouquet of white rosebuds.
Mrs. Goodaker is a daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry T. Faith,
Owensboro. Mr. Goodaker is a
son of Mrs. Zepha Goodaker,
Owensboro, and Mr. C. M. Goodaker, Princeton. They will reside in Owensboro.

The Leader
Congratulates
selMr. and Mrs. Clarence Nichols,
Route 1, on the birth of a son,
William Lee, January 30.

Rumsey Taylor and Mesdames
John Couch, J. H. Leech and
Paul Dorroh attended the funeral of S. M. DeMeyer in Fulton Tuesday afternoon.
•
• • A
Rev. J. G. Cothran, Louisville,
was a visitor here Monday and
attended the Veterans Banquet
at the First Baptist Church that
night.
• • •

Homemakers Schedule
Eddyville Road, 2:00 p.m.,
Friday, February 8, Mrs. L. C.
Lisman, hostess.
Lebanon, 2:00 p.m., Tuesday,
February
12, Mrs. Herschel
Phelps, hostess.
Hall, 1:30 p.m., Thursday,
The Spanish class of B.H.S.,
February 14, Mrs. Mary Thoma- sponsored by Miss Rebekah Henson, hostess.
derson, formed a Spanish Club
last week. This is a "rare old
club" as we can see by the officers: President Rose Mitchell;
Vice President Bob Taylor, and
Secretary and Treasurer Mary
Leta Hamby. It is entitled, "Los
Picaras Del Circulo Espanola."
(see what I mean).
.• • •

Otdiss Josephine Creekmur and
guests, Misses Lois Mobley and
Linda Bird, all students at Bethel College, Hopkinsville, spent
last week-end at the Creekmur
home here.

Dutch Bulbs Coming
Back On The Market
bulbs
Toronto— (1P) —Dutch
will be plentiful in Canada and
the United States by next September, says Anthony Roozen,
SHE CLAIMS WERMUTH who has come to this continent
MARRIED HER — Olivia Jose- to make arrangements for rephine Oswald of Manila (a-' sumption of the bulb trade.
Roozen, who was food conbove) who is suing for an
roller for northern Holland from
annulment of a marriage which
she says mated her with Major 1942 to 1945, said the bulb fields
Arthur Wermuth, and which were never damaged by the exWermuth denies took place, plosion of abortive V-2 rockets
holds a picture• which she fired by the Germans.
Toronto residents will see an
claims shows her with WerHolmuds on their wedding day, advance showing of postwar
Queen's
Dec. 7, 1941 in Manila, P. I. land tulips this spring in
Mrs. H. M. Stembridge
park—the bulk of a shipment of
100,000 bulbs sent the Canadians
607 Madisonville St.
by the Dutch as a liberation Tel. 268
Princeton, Ky.
gift.
I Mrs. James McKenzie, Pheonix, Ariz., is expected to arrive
today for a visit with her mother, Mrs. Berdie Moore, W.
Market street, and other relatives.

Lieut. and Mrs. Thomas D.
Graham, on the birth of a son,
Thomas Christopher, January 28,
at Dayton, 0. Mrs. Graham is
the former Christine Wood,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
a
•
•
s. Saul Pogrotsky spent the Wood, Hopkinsville street. LieuMarshall Eldred, Louisville,
week with friends and re- tenant Graham is a member of spent last week-end with his
the Army Air Forces.
es in St. Louis, Mo.
family here.
• • •
Mrs. Harry Hale and little
daughter, Lila Katherine, recently returned from a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. James G. Ratliff
in Lexington.
• • •

v Miss
Marjorie
Stembridge,
student at the University of
Kentucky, spent last week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
H. M. Stembridge, Madisonville
street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Day spent
Sunday with Dr. and Mrs. G.
E. Hatcher in Cerulean.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. McCarty
spent last week-end in Louis-

Attention Methodists of Princeton!

Wher4 were so many of you last
Sunday, and the Sunday before that,•
etc?
The crowds are growing but we
missed you!

Next Sunday Is
METHODIST LOYALTY DAY
Let every one of the 1600 Methodists of Princeton attend Church. Sermon subject: "I am Proud
to be a Methodist."

By Betty Clarke

might always be soft and smooth.
But the average cream user just
Doctors say more than 70 per- slathers her face and whisks the
cent of women in the United cream away in a jiffy without
States have dry skin. Of these doing a thorough job. So often
more than 51 percent have an there is a thin film of cream
abnormal pore condition.
left on the skin.
Dry skin, the result of subThat is why so many drynormal activity of the sabaceous skinned women welcome the
glands, is often caused by nature cleansing meals which are availcreating a thick outer layer to able now. The grainy meal is
protect the inner layers of skin simple to use. All you do is ,
against climatic conditions such spoon out the meal and mix it
as strong direct sunlight, ex- with some water or skin freshtremes of heat and cold for salt ener into paste and smooth it
air.
over
the face,
particularly
If soap and water could be de- around nose and mouth. When
Butler students were entertain- pended upon to cleanse a dry it drys it is rubbed off. After
ed Friday morning when Miss skin without drying it more, it the flakes of dead cuticle that
Virginia Hedge's Eighth Grade would be ideal. Or if creams block the pores are removed the
class gave a play entitled, "The could cleanse the skin sufficiently face is washed with water. It
Adoption of Bob." Here are the without leaving a residue that leaves the skin clear and smooth.
Most of these meals are not
characters: Mary Virginia Mea- might clog the pores the skin
dows, Rosemary Redd, Carolyn David Alexander was Master of recommended by manufacturers
Croft, Sara Richie, Ernestine Ceremonies and after the play, for use around the eyes, where
Patton, Jimmy Bell Oliver, Ela- Pat Horn played some "boogie that thin, dry area is likely to
wrinkle quickly because of the
nor Ann Jones, Virginia Wilson, woogie" on the piano.
lack of bone structure and musBetty Merrick, Ann Quisenberry,
• • •
The Butler Faculty entertained cle. However in most instances
the Cobb Faculty Monday night the product is put up in combiwith a pot-luck supper in the nation with an eye cream and
Home Ec department.
a skin cream.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. Harry Long, Supt.
Morning Worship 10.55. Sermon "I am proud to be a Methodist"
Youth Angelus Hour beginning
at 5:30 p.m.
7 o'clock.
Evening Worship
Sermon by the pastor.
Neweleature

Beauty Editor)

CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
The Rev. J. T. Cunningham
will preach at Cedar Bluff Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and
that night at 7. He will preach
at Cobb Sunday afternoon.
THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
Topic: "The Fruits of the Spirit"
7:00 Evening Worship
Topic: "The People Jesus Met"

ENAMELOID
Treat your furniture, walls, woodwork,
and a hundred other things to new life,
gorgeous color, lasting beauty! Anyone
an apply this bud-drying, decorative
enamel. Resists heat, water, alcohol!

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Marning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Pastor
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
7:00 Evening Worship

Sunday, Feb. 17, 10:55 A.M. Sermon subject:

'Why Methodists Baptize by Sprinkling'

• • •

Mrs. J. D. Alexander left
Tuesday night for Dothan, Ala.,
where she was called on account
of the death of her grandmother,

(This ad sponsored by the Methodist Men's Club)

ALSEEN IN McCALL'S AND LADIES' HOME JOVRNAL

ent and Practical for Wear with Suits and V-neck Frocks!
ives Sleek, Costumed Look!
'gh drama in swanky sheer, with
*gh ,jewel neckline. Ties at front
aistline. White — Only

ute, is this new gabardine blouse ... so love-

1.98

ly it will stay out until the stars fade, so
...and
feminine it will take his breath away.
so tailored it'll make you look like an executive . . . it will sing praises of your new

"Du Barry" Plastic
Bags

78
78.

tching styles in10
and brown!
x included

•
Red... that gay, bright Pepper Red
you can have it for spririg lii
?playful young all-leather casuals...-.
beautifully made...The sandal als.a4
In neutral Saddle Tan. Both with
genuine leather solos,
Wear them as head scarfs,
dickies or sashes. Bright
paisley or floral patterns.
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THE GARDEN

could
The discovery that coal

temperabe used to produce high
the

tures was first made by
Chinese in the sixth century.
Kentucky
Gardner,
By John S.
the
"It grows as it goes" is
College of Agriculture and
Mexico.
New
of
motto
Horne Econonuca

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leak.

Mg?

Future Events To
Carry Second And
Third Awards

If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us cleat
and repair it the modern way.

Soil Preparation

Second and third prizes of
$10.00 and $5.00 are to go to
winning contestants in the Caldwell County Spelling Bee this
.I year and in future years until
' further notice according to a
, resolution adopted by the Princeton Rotary Club at its regular
1 meeting Tuesday night.
/n the past it frequently happened that the runner-up in the
= Spelling Bee received no prize
other than recognition as runnerup.
The members of the Rotary
Club felt that further interest
might be stimulated in the cond
test by additional prizes, and
'7 that they might also serve to
stimulate interest in school ef0 fort, Mr. Templeton, president
of the organization stated.

Sanitation Pays
In Raising Hogs
T. F. Perkins, 72-year old
farmer in Green county, has a
hog-raising record which Farm
Agent John H. Ewing hays the
best of farmers regard highly.
In an 8 by 12 hog house with
sloping floor and guard rails,
Mr. Perkins' registered Poland
China sow has farrowed three
litters of 30 pigs, raising all of
them. The pigs of the last litter
he sold weighed an average of
236 pounds each at six months,
and Mr. Perkins says he plans
to have the present litter of 12
pigs ready in less time than
that.
Leonardo Da Vinci at his death
left 5,000 pages of unpublished
manuscripts containing ancient
medieval
fables,
philosophy,
studies of the tides, geology and
astronsmy, mathematics, sketch
of a flying machine and many
other subjects.

birthday lball
MOVIE STARS ARE GUEST AT WHITE HOUSE —Film stars here in Washington to take part in the Roosevelt
(1 to r)
activities, pose in east room of White House with President Truman and members of his family. In group are: Front
Dorothy KilIlene Woods, Diana Lynn, Margaret Truman, Margaret O'Brien, President Truman, Mrs. Truman, Constance Moore,
Paul Hengallen, Eileen Barton. Back (1 to r) Jo Stafford, Eleanor Lamb ert, Angela Lansbury, Helen Sioussat, Eddie Bracken,
reid, Zachary Scott, Alexis Smith, Cesar Romero, Lucy Munroe, William Bendix, Reginald Gardiner, Sgt. Harvey Stone and
Charles Coburn. Stars were entertained at White House for luncheon. (AP Wirephoto)

Fredonia Yellowjackets
Lose To Kuttawa Lyons

Highlands Residents
Get Fire Protection
Extension of the water main
along East Market street and the
installation of a fire plug in the
Highlands was ordered by the
city council at its regular Monday night session.
Completion of this project will
provide fire protection to Highland Avenue now without this
protection.
The council also voted to install
street lights at Mitchell and
East Main, West Green and
Darby, and Acre Ave. and Cherry
streets.
Signal lights were ordered
placed on the cars of the fire
chief and assistant fire chief.

Expert Attendants
Massages and Alcohol Rubs

INVESTIGATE the many saving features
planned Insurance program will give you.

St. George and the dragon," he
said—"a woman seeing her man
off thinking he's the only man in
the world."
Grimaldi also is pleased that
during the war he's married a
Britisher to a member of every
allied nation. He also has performed the marriage ceremony
for a dwarf, a giant, a deaf and
blind couple, a man with both
legs amputated, a deserter from
the army with an armed guard
waiting, an escaped prisoner
with a civil guard attending, and
"one man who went straightaway and committed murder
because he heard someone had
been making love to his bride."
"And the ugly woman in a
circus," he added. "I've married
her to two husbands. That should
prove that beauty is only skin
deep."

Tottenham, Eng. — The man
who claims the world's record
for marrying couples is optimistic about the chances of British
brides getting along with their
GI husbands.
Walter Grimaldi, registrar of
marriages at Tottenham, has
married 31,679 couples since
November 1, 1912—"four months
after I myself was married," he
adds. His 10,300 marriages during the war, he said, included
"at least 3,000 to 4,000 American
soldiers" and he figures that
gives him the world's record
for marrying GIs overseas.
i men mean all they say
"If th,
to me, the marriages will last,"
he said. "I have much more
thanks expressed to me by your
countrymen than I ever have by
mine. But maybe you're just
more voluble.
Since 1929, U.S. population has
"Your boys are good pickers. increased more than 15,000,000.
too," he added. "Especially from
the physical point of view—the
health point of view. Nothing
gets a man down as much as an
invalid wife. A young man likes
the early years of his marriage
to be full of vim and vigor."
If GI marriages break up it
will be for one reason," he said.
"That is that they haven't had
time to choose their partners. If
you were choosing a business
partner you wouldn't pick him
because you liked the color of
his hair or the contours of his
face or because he was charming. It's the same way with marriage."
Grimaldi pointed out that
while 15 or 16-year-olds were
young before the war they now
were at "a great marrying age."
The greatest hope he sees for
GI marriages is that the majority
of them are based on "a deeper
affection," as the result of "sharing a great sorrow or a great
adventure."

The Fredonia Yellowjackets
were defeated Friday night for
the third time this season by the
Kuttawa Lyons. The game was
close with the Jackets, who led
until near the end, The score
led by Fredonia at the half was
6-5, and quarter, 25-23. Goheen
fouled early in the game and
Dorrah followed shortly.
Lineups were as follows:
Fredonia 33
Kuttawa 37
Quertermous 4
F
Bruce 1
Riley 8
Wiseman 13 C
E. Dycus 14 G
Rogers 14
G
Jones 1
Substitutions: Kuttawa, M.
Dycus; Fredonia, Carner, 3,
Moore, 3.

Williams (Doc) Rpdes,
Transfer Official Dies
William (Doc) Rodes, 51, vicepresident and treasurer of the
Union Transfer and Storage
Company, Lexington, and
prominently associated with the
trucking industry in Kentucky,
died suddenly in the gallery of
the House of Representatives at
Frankfort at 9:30 Monday night.
Mr. Rodes was in Frankfort in
.the interests of passage of the
bill to increase weight and length
limits on trucks and was seated
in the gallery as the house debated this truck bill. He was
also a former U. K. football star.

Practical Experience
For Homefinder Bureau

To have high quality and
good yields, vegetables must
be grown quickly. This means
that the soil must have plenty
of plant food and be of a nature
to hold the moisture needed to
make plant food effective.
The best way to provide plait
food and condition the soil is
with stable manure. Stable manure makes vegetables grow to
tops because of its high proportion of nitrogen (ammonia),
hence it needs to be balanced
The
superphosphate.
w it h
amounts per acre are 10 to 15
tons of manure and 400 pounds
of 20 percent superphosphate,
broadcast rind plowed under
together.
Plowing may be done at the
first opportunity that offers, and
the land should be left rough.
Even though the breaking may
be somewhat wet, no harm will
result if freezing weather follows. The furrow slices left on
edge tend to Crumble and dry
out, and an early seed bed can
be made by merely cross-disking. Meanwhile, the turned-under
manure will have started breaking down into plant food and
humus, to keep driving the vegetables at top speed.
When manure cannot be had
in sufficient amount, the humus
must come from plowed-under
sod, a manure-crop grown as
in a "double garden" or, best
of all, from a winter cover crop,
and the plant food from a complete fertilizer containing the
three minerals—nitrogen, phosphorus and potash. The figures
on a fertilizer sack stand for
the percentage of the minerals
in that order. An excellent garden fertilizer is 4-12-8. It is the
well-known victory garden fertilizer, 3-9-6, but contains more
plant food. The amount to use
is 1,000 pounds per acre, broadcast and plowed under.
Breaking should be 10 inches
deep, but if the topsoil is thinner than that, the plow should
be set to bring up only one
inch of subsoil at a time until
the 10-inch depth is finally
reached.

Swiss Celebrate
Pestalozzi Day

Satisfaction

guaranteed.

MINS
AUTO PARTS
SAMAISS
PAINTS

Fimn
i
Phone 212

Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.
Call collect: Uniontown, Ky. 55 or Morganfield, Ky., Phone 239.
Thanking you in advance,

Kentucky Rendering Works
Uniontown, Kentucky

Electrical Contractors
. REPAIR WORK

Zurich Switzerland — (iP) —
200th anniversary of the birth
of Henrich Pestalozzi .(17461827), Swiss educational reformer.
Following formal celebrations
on his birthday, Jan. 13, a nation-wide campaign was planned for Feb. 5-20 to raise funds
for the relief of needy and orphaned Swiss children.

Wash.— (//1) —The
Olympia,
county welfare office which
spends most of its time helping
homeless persons find shelter
got the old heave-ho itself. The
expanding state highway department served notice the welfare
departmpt would be evicted
from the highway offices.
The so-called Bill of Rights
consists of the first ten amendments to the U. S. Constitution.
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SOW MITCHELL'S DEPENDABLE FIELD SEED
OUR STOCKS ARE COMPLETE AT THIS TIME

5. Ho
Parosion a
will be
Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1945 will be

Breakiast
Lunch
Dinner
Ice Box Snack

advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now

The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 70
Your property or salary is subject to execution

Kentucky Blue Grass
Tobacco Seed

I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your

(Burley) No. 16 White

In milk are the carbohydrates and the fats which provide the
body with fuel to carry on the endless activity of today's wartime
living. For health plus real enjoyment try a tall glass of our
pasteurized milk. Your best drink of any time for energy and
cool comfort.

taxes to avoid advertisement.
Ammonium Nitrate and Vigoro
Plant Bed Fertilizer
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'SCOUTS OF THE WORLD
BUILDING TOGETHER'

By Ewing Galloway
Limiting salaries of officials services of the best men and
To say that Kentucky's pre- to $5,000 a year may not have women availabl
e for public ofsent constitution—which has ex- looked so bad in 1890, because fice, and the
main reward ofisted for half a century with $5,000 in that era would buy fered them
is political distinclittle change—is a horse-and- as much as $15,000 will pur- tion—high
honors, if you predocumen
buggy
t would be a slam chase now. At that time a $5,000 fer to put it that way. Now
we
on one of God's noblest animals income for a Judge of the Court realize that
we have paid dearly
and a libel on a vehicle more of Appeals looked large to the for our stingine
ss, which thus
romantic in it's own era than delegates to the Constitutional far has
been perpetuated in
a $2,000 motor car is today.
Convention, most of whom were mossback demagogy.
The main purpose of the au- lawyers making much less. A
Not least among the many
thors of that instrument seems dollar a day paid for foodstuffs flaws in
the old constitution is
to have been to hogtie the Legis- in a judge's kitchen. $40. a year the limiting
of the Governor to
lature when it came to financ- fed his buggy horse. Three dol- one term
of four years. Again,
ing our public institutions and lars a week was a servant's pay, restrain
t was uppermost in the
paying the salaries of the offi- and a first-rate house in Frank- minds
of the makers of our old
cials.
fort could be rented for $20 a constitution. They overlooked the
Apparently nearly all delegat- month. No, the drafters of the fact
that the people's will is
es to the Constitutional Conven- 1890 constitution couldn't
see supposed to be supreme and the
tion, which ,finished it's work in far into the future. They couldn't voters
can throw out a Gover1891, considered themselves — even imagine the cost of
living nor or any other elective offisingly and collectively, watch- trebling in subsequ
ent years. cial if they don't want to keep
dogs of the people's cash. They Now a middle-aged lawyer
wor- him in office. Incidentally, few
were determined not to let State thy of a seat on the
Appeals truly famous governors of other
Senators and Representatives, Bench is a poor collecto
r if hiS states have been one-termers.
elected by the people, say how fees do not amount
to $20,000
There are many flaws in our
much money should be spent on a year. If he is elected
to the old constitution that can't be
public institutions in the future. Appeals Bench he
must take a mentioned in this short news, For, instance, the constitution salary on which he
and his fam- paper piece. The makers of our
makers of 1890 forbade the Gen- ily can barely subsist
if they next constitution will have a
eral Assembly to borrow money keep up appearances
demanded chance to correct thent—correct
to meet casual deficits, unfore- of them by their
friends and the small ones along with the
seen drops in revenue, singly by the public. If
the judge didn't major evils. The next Constitu
or in the aggregate, for more salt down a good
deal of money tional Convention will base its
than $500,000.
before he got the bench, he and work on the changes
in half a
Another glaring flaw in the his wife will have
to go on re- century. Will the instrument
present constitution is the re- lief when the judge
leaves pub- they draft be obsolete fifty years
strictions on school funds, which lic office. Maybe
they would from now? Of course it will.
restraint helps to explain the come under
the old-age pension But the new constitution
the
fact that we are forty-seventh law and get
$8.50 a month dur- state needs now should
Nearly 2,000,000 Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts,
serve
among the forty-eight states in ing their declinin
and Senior Scouts
g years.
its purpose well for perhaps Will mark the 36th anniversary of the Boy
elementary education.
Boy Scout Week, Feb. 8th to 14th. The Scouts of America during
Always we have needed the twenty years,
theme of the celebration is
in which period "Scouts of
the World—Building Together." Member
s of the Moveent are helping brother Scouts through
out
the world to reorganize.
le "World Friendship Fund" of
volunta
ry
contribu
tions and
"Shirts-Off-Our-Backs"
of donating Stout Uniform
psr and equipment, will assistproject
Scoutin
g
oversea
s
and help develop
understanding wawa the
poster marking the whet boys of the world. Above is the (Add

SELL YOUR TOBACCO
Where Your Neighbors Sell

Moss, Hellsley and Frankel
(BURLEY AND DARK TOBACCO)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Second and Virginia Streets

Phone 974

We have space for 200,000 lbs. of
Burley

You will receive courteous treatment and the
highest
market price for your tobacco.
r-o_ssfEr'i-Ef- f-srosslEfoso_zEiViararacoralar'

Kentucky will have a chance
to regain the place in the sun
it held half a century ago.
In his report on the State
Constitution prepared for the
"Committee for Kentucky", Eli
Brown, III quotes from a speech
by Judge Cooley, a famous jurist of his time: "Don't in your
constitution
making, legislate
too much. In your constitution
you are tying the hands of the
people. Don't do that to any
extent as to prevent the Legislature hereafter from meeting
all the evils that may be within
the reach of proper legislation.
Leave something to them. .. You
have got to trust somebody in
the future..

JUST RECEIVED
Glass Slipper

'Teener

T-Rific

Farmersville N

Miss Otie Brown
Atter bury. He served in the an operation in Paci
By Dorothy Brasher
theater for several Tuesday. Her condition
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young, Euiopean
ed satisfactory.
of Evansville, were weekend months.
Mr. Luke Vanhooster
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young spent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Veldon
bought the store of
the weekend in Columbia, Tenn.,
Yandel recently.
Mr.
Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Northern Wring where they visited their son,
Nancy Travis spent
and son, Tony, of Gary, Ind., Cadet Billy Sam, who is a
night with Bobby
Oliver.
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wring, and student at the military acaLillian Asher left si
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Wring and demy there. They were enroute
for
Detroit,
Mich.
daughter. Patricia. were guests to Brandenton, Fla., where they
Pvt.' Virgil Watson
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher will visit Mr, W. F. Young.
left
Sunday.
Rev. J. T. Hart, of Spring- day for Texas after a vis'
friends and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Landis field, Tenn., was the visiting
Patty Oliver is ill with
and Mr. and Mrs. James Landis minister at the Baptist Church
throat.
spent Thursday with Mrs. C. here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Y. Williams, of Russellville.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts
Gray
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and son, of Camp Breckinridge, Sunday with .Mr. and
and Mrs. John Coon were Rev. were weekend guests of Mr. Paul Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
and Mrs. J. T. Hart, of Spring- and Mrs. Lee Bucklow.
Chesney
recently ploy
field, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. TayGuess, of Princeton, and Mr. and lor, Mr. and Mrs. James Landis, Bowling Green.
Mrs. Dave Boaz, of Fredonia.
and Mr. and Mrs. John L. QuerMr. and Mrs. James Eldrige, termous were dinner guests of Pigskin Receiver
of Sturgis, were Sunday dinner Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
Salt Lake City
guests of his parents, Mr. and Monday night.
Maynard, University
of
Mrs. A. J. Eldrige.
freshman end, wound
Mrs. John Akridge is a patient
The brightest U. S. Lighthouse ff,rst year of college foot
in the Marion Hospital. She In peacetime was at Navesink, mucilage on his
fingertt
has been very ill for several N. J., with 9,000,000 candlepower. caught six
consecutive 1
weeks.
There are many mountains on passes in Utah's last
three
C.. Foley is now at home islands in the South Seas that and the final
two w
after being discharged at Camp never have been surveyed.
touchdowns.

No Halls In Montezuma,
Nor House For Doctor
Indianapolis— (W) —A Parke
county municipality of 2,000—
Montezuma—needs a physician
so urgently that the town
board is considering buying a
house and lot as an inducement.
Paul M. Ross, executive director of the Department of Commerce, said there are no vacant
houses in the town and the town
can not get a physician because
of the acute housing shortage.

Here is a "glass" slipper
that Cinderella couldn't
buy!
Made of clear or black
Vinyl, it gives as you
w a 1k, relieving any
strain, yet holding your
foot firmly. Made with
a real leather sole, it
sells for

Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1139
As Sketched

What can be more popular than a low heel
open toe sandal with
o nly perforations for
trim? Available in either
imitation patent or imitation lizard in red or
fan, it carries a real
leather sole and is
priced at

Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1119
As Sketched

As long as girls wear
shoes, T-strap sctndals
will be their favorites.
This one has the added
attraction of a lo w
wedge heel. Made in
imitation patent, or imitation lizard in red or
tan with nail heads, it
carries a real leather
sole and is only

ve More Cents'

niersiale
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottibger, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky
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• DRESSES WITH A
BRIGHT FUTURE
One peek at these gay young charmers tells
you they'll look just as pert to your boss as
to your beau. And, come spring
and warm sunshine, to everyone
you meet! One and two piece rayon
crepes, prints and white-frosted
solid shades(

6.20 to 8.30

Sizes 4 to 9
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If you need some extra
to help pay your incomemoney
tax—
or other taxes—come In
or
phone for • loan sew. Cash
advanced for this or any other
need or emergency. Primp!,
privele ierrke.
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Everybody reads The Leader!
Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1100
As Sketched
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War Veteran Edits
State Game Magazine

Frankfort—Director Earl Wallace of the Game and Fish Division today announced the appointment of William S. Johnson,
of Lawrenceburg, a veteran of
four years in the Army Air
Forces, as superintendent of publicity and editor of the Division
magazine, Happy Hunting
Ground.
Johnson, a former Louisville
newspaperman, succeeds James
M. Felker who resigned to go
to Texas. Johnson's appointment
is effective immediately.
The new publicity superintendent is a native of Lawrenceburg and graduated from high
Before gas meters were intro- school there. While attending the
duced, the customer was charged University of Louisville, he was
a flat rate, and allowed to help on the staff of the Louisville
himself to all the gas he wanted. Courier-Journal and continued
in the sports department of the
There wer. 218,440 miles of
natural gas pipelines and city Journal and the Louisville Times
mains throughout the United for nine years.
Johnson enlisted in the Air
States in 1945.
Forces in February 1942, serving
1,
J1:
"
in the American Theater of
last November. He held rank of
Operations until his discharge
sergeant when discharged.
Married and father of an infant
daughter, Johnson will continue
to live in Lawrenceburg.

THREE BEAUTIES

Fredonia News

Hats
Sing of Spring
And the melody is bright color
to the accompaniment of gay feathers,
glamorous
t•eilings and attractive bows
and flowers
New notes are found in the
style.—beret,
pill boxes, pompadours and
bowlers in felts'
sad fabrics that sing of
spring, tool

1.49
1.98
2.98

sda ,Februar 7, 1946
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Prepare Housing
For Baby Chicks

ON
441SHINGT
By Jack Stinnett

ii

To avoid a housing problem
tactics at his father's knee, threw
in the first sizzler.
for baby chicks, start a week or
hington - The Parlia10 days before their arrival to
Rising on a point of order, he
ry pinwheels that gave made the point "that the motion
have all in readiness, advise
poultry experts at the Kentucky
a dizzy effect to the•opening having been made prior to 2
College of Agriculture and Home
nate debate on the Fair o'clock and after conclusion of
Economics. In Circular 157,
oyment Practice act cer- the morning business, it is not
"Brooding Chicks," these points
debatable."
indicated the fireworks
are made:
I doubt if there were many
would be a show to behold. who would have thought of
1. If the brooder house has
that
the first place, Sen. Chavez one. The effect was, without
been used before, it should be
. M.) could hardly have sur- further ado, to force a vote on
thoroughly cleaned by sweeping
• most of his collegues immediate consideration of the
the walls and ceiling, scraping
the
given
them
had
he
if
bill.
the floor, scrubbing the walls
pinwheel
real
oot with a
The vote was taken and won
and floor with hot-lye water,
he moved to bring up his hands down, 49 to 17. No Senausing one ounce of lye to a galbill for immediate con- tor whose state is for the bill
lon of boiling water, and sprayation.
would risk the wrath of his
ing the house and equipment
Senate was rocking along constituents by voting against
with a good disinfectant, such
ly enough, discussing purely consideration, even if he felt
as a 5-percent solution of a
e record such things as that the time wasn't right to
cresol compound. Dry the house
, price controls and labor set off a long-winded debate and
thoroughly by operating the
Francis
Sen.
J.
Young
tea.
almost certain filibuster, over
stove.
s, Philadelphia Democrat, the bill which is so hotly con2. Cover the dry floor with a
in the chair, president pro tested by southern Senators.
dry litter of straw, alfalfa leaves,
McKellar apparently not * After reading of the bill, it
crushed corn cobs, shavings, oat
important was Sen. Ball, Minnesota Repub'ciering things
hulls, shredded corn stover or any
personguard
on
h to be
lican, who put a match to the SOLDIER-FATHER HOLDS DYING DAUGHTER-T-5 Earl itter that is clean and not musty.
next one. When Sen Eastland K. Dildine, 27, of Detroit, Mich., holds his daughter Sandra, 3,
3. Keep the fire burning in
wasn't exactly a photo- (D-Miss.), arch foe of FEPC, who returned from hospital unmindful that death is near. San- the
brooder house two or three
but both Sens. Murray got a word in edgewise, he dra's illness is diagnosed as a malignant tumor and doctors,
ontana and O'Daniel of moved that the bill be recom- who have sought since last September to save her life, now say
s were trying to get the mitted (for further delays) to there is no hope. (AP Wirephoto)
tion of the chair when Sen. the Committee on Education and
ing he wanted it clearly under
s tossed the ball to Sen. Labor.
Homemakers Win
stood he would consent to ad
ez and gave him the floor.
Sen. Ball invoked an infreimmediately moved con- quently used and debatable journment only if he woul Canning Awards
Mrs Lillard Scott and Mrs.
ation of the bill which point of order that Sen. Chavez have the floor the following
Grant Marrox of Boone county
d establish a permanent had not yielded the floor for morning.
It was another southern Sena- were named champion in a coustyission to prevent discrimi- that
purpose.
Sen. George
n by employers granting (D-Ga) said that when a Sena- tor, Overton (D-La.) who put wide canning and food storage
berships to any persons for tor yielded, he yielded for any over the first parliamentary contest, each topping the minimum of 100 quarts per family
ns of race, creed or color. legitimate legislative purpose. punch for the filibusters.
When majority leader Barkle member recommended by nutrinority leader White asked Sen. Eastland, however, put an
dulously: "Do I understand end to that by withdrawing his opened the day's proceeding tion specialists at the Kentucky
with the customary request to College of Agriculture and Home
ctly that the Senator moves motion.
unanimous consent to dispens Economics. Canning 25 different
the bill be now considered
How The Filibuster Boys
with reading of the journal (we fruits and vegetables, Mrs. Scott
he Senate?"
would call them previous ses put up an average of 174 quarts
jority whip Hill, whose Got Control Of Senate
ess it is to be informed of
Once Sen. Chavez (D-N. M.) sion's minutes), Sen. Overto for every member of her family. I
time of presentation of all had explained his Fair Employ- not only made the infrequent re- Mrs. Maddox canned an average l
not discussed the matter ment Practice act to the Senate, quest that the journal be read of 106 quarts per family member, and then stored 17 different
rtant legislation, said: "I he was willing to turn the show but moved to amend the journ
to include the previous day' varieties of fruits and vegethe Senator (Chavez), but over to the filibuster boys.
tables. In addition, she used a
erstand he would perhaps
They didn't waste any time opening prayer.
home deep freezer in which
ess himself to the subject demonstrating that they had a
Only 78 percent of the fats an 450 pounds of beef, 750 pounds
y but would not make the few
parliamentary cannon
oils imported from the Philip of pork and 50 chickens were
on today. Am I in error in crackers of their own.
stored. Both homemakers were
understanding?"
With Sen. O'Daniel (D-Tex.) pines and other Pacific islan
recipients of ten-dollar cash
. Chavez informed him he in the chair, Sen. Mead (D-N. Y.) for industrial purposes will
awards.
in error and added drily: arch for of FEPC, traded verbal available this year.
ave made the motion."
and Sen. Eastland (D-Miss.),
Four-fifths of the fossil insec
Population of the American
was then that Sen. "Bob" one-two's for minutes in an ef- which science has
discovered be
colonists doubled in 25 years, alFollette, Wisconsin Progres- fort to gain the floor. Sen. 0'- long to families
or orders tha
though their death rate was
, who learned parliamentary Daniel gave the dicision declar- exist today.
much higher than the current
one.
Professional contest enterers
say that the best time to get
into a contest is during the first
week gecause competition is not
as great at that time.

heels In Senate

iver
ty
ersity
wound
ege f
's f
ecutive
last
two

Pa e Nine
Murray Player

U. S. Marriages Gained
11 Percent In 1945

Miss Barbara Polk, sophomore from Paducah, will appear as soloist in "Campus
Lights of 1946", annual musical show to be presented in
Murray State College auditorium, Feb. 8.
days before the chicks arrive,
regulating the temperature to
90 to 95 degrees one inch off
the floor at the edge of the hover in a canopy-type brooder.

Ddn Pool Newsom Is
Honored By Fraternity

Don Pool Newson, sonf Of
Washington, Jan. 28- (IP) Marriage licenses issued in cities Mrs. H. C. Newsom, Hopkinsof 100,000 or more population ville street, was recently instalincreased 11 percent in 1945 as led as Grand Master of the
compared with the previous year. Epsilon Epsilon Chapter of the
The 1945 total was 568,713. The Delta Sigma Delta, national dental
Census Bureau said the increase fraternity, at the School of
"may reflect, in large part, mar- Denistry, University of Louisriages of veterans of World War ville. A junior at the university,
Mr. Newsom expects to be graduII."
ated in December, 1946. He reIf a brick or barrel brooder is ceived his AB degree at WS'14C,
used, check the temperature Bowling Green, in 1943.
one inch off the floor and about
8 to 10 inches from the brooder.
The birth rate in the United
4. Place chicks in the brooder States has decreased during the
house as soon as they are re- past 150 years from 55 per thoueived, feeding them immediately. sand population to less than 20.
Keep feed and water before
them at all times.
5. Change litter when it becomes wet or dirty. Use plenty
of litter, adding a fresh supply
from time to time.
In all price ranges.
6. Should chicks crowd to
the stove, they are too cool; if
See us before buying.
they crowd to the wall of the
house, they are too warm.
Copies of Cir cul a r 157,
"Brooding Chicks," may be had
PRINCETON, KY.
from offices of county or home
Phone 96 & 425
agents, or from the college,
Lexington.

Monuments

John Davis & Son

Tobacco Growers!

•
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DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young Agt
Phone 26
Princeton. Ky.
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Watch Your
Kidneys!
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste

Vaieidime Cues
A NEW SELECTION OF
COSTUME JEWELRY
BY THE WORLD'S FINEST
DESIGNERS
Hattie Carnegie,
Nettie Rosenstein, Trifari,
Monet And Castlecliff

JUST IN TIME FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY ... BRACELETS,
CHOKERS, CLIPS,
NECKLACES. .

Your kidney
'
, ars constantly filtering
waste matter from the blood stream. But
kidneys eometime. lag in their work-do
not act as Nature intended-fail to remove impurities that, if retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagging backache,
persiatent headache,attacks of dizziness,
getting up nights, swelling, puMness
under the eyes-a feeling of nervous
anxiety and loam of pep and strength.
Other signs oi kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. Uae
Domes Pia.. Doan'. have been winning
new friends Mr more than forty year..
They have • nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
tmuntry over. Ask Our neighbor!

DOAN'S Pills
Relief At Last
For Your Cough
CreomIllidon relieves promptly betloc
toille se
it
allict of the
b10
.
expel
phlegm, and aid nature
and heal raw, tender, inchial mucous momTell your druggist to sell you
=of Creomulsion with the unding You must like the way it
allays the cough or you are
rhetVe your money back.

M

CROEMULSION

for Cosmiss,ChostColds,Broachith

THEY'RE ALL HERE IN SPARKLING
NEW IDEAS
MAKE YOUR SELECTION EARLY

Cayce-21°41 Ca.
Silver, China, Crystal, Jewelry

South Main

Hopkinsville

1111111111111111111111Mpic

How women and girls
may getwanted relief
from functional periodic pain-

We are nearing the end of this marketing season and on checking our
records we find that to date we have sold 2,030,580 pounds,from 12 different
counties, as compared to 1,725,000 pounds sold through all of last season. We
still have several sales ahead before the close of the season and hope to attain
our goal of 2,500,000 pounds for the season. For this tobacco, we have paid
$510,321.14, an average of $25.13 per 100 pounds, which is 37c per 100 pounds
higher than the average, $24.76, for the entire Air Cured District.
We give credit for this nice gain to the loyalty of our friends and the
employees in our organization who have put forth every effort to serve you
in a satisfactory manner. The management has tried diligently to get for you
the highest market value for every basket sold, and it has been a source of
great pleasure to have patrons by the hundreds say "I am satisfied with my
sales and will be back."
The range of prices received have been from $14.00 for the commonest
trash to $37.00 for the finest leaf.
By your vote last Fall establishing a quota on both types of Dark Tobacco
you are guaranteed good prices for the crops of 1946,1947 and 1948. We urge
you to make every effort to grow your full quota and that of good tobacco
while prices are high.
We have had hundreds of good* averages and much as we would like to
give them all, space will not permit, therefore we are giving a number of outstanding averages and top baskets.
NAME
COUNTY
Cecil Hall
Caldwell
S. C. Sisk & Geo. Gray
Cunningham 84 Martin &
Willie Rice
White & Cain
Homer Herron
R. B. & G. H. Tandy
Albert Hartigan & Pruitt
West Ky. Experiment Station
Robert Oliver
Hershel Davis
W. S. Larkin & Howell Oliver
Hewlett Hall
Ray Tayloe
Porter Tayloe
J. C. Castleberry
S. U. Sigler & Chas. Oates
Clint Ladd
Dallis Mitchell
Mrs. Bell P. Davis
T. S. Horning
Mrs. F. U. Lacey & J. duke "
L. L. Adams
Christian
J. M. Hendrix & E. Stone
"
J. W. Cato & Bernice Adams "
Champ Ford
Crittenden
Pt
John N. Brown
John Travis & Mrs. DeHaven Pt
Richard McDowell
Pt
Jack Boyd
P. R. Taylor
PP
G. R. Son
D. E. Haywood & E. E. Osborn Hopkins
Charlie Robards
Pt
Wallace Clayton
Mrs. F. M. Almon &
Virgil Parish
Pt
Ross Utley
PP
M. G. Reynolds
Noble Slaton
Noble Rainwater &
If
Mrs. Sue Utley
L. W. Madison
Luther Bowles
Cody Crawford
Posey Tompkins
Jim Watson
B. A. Gentry & Cleo Lisle
A. 0. Richards
D. 0. Beasley
L. K. Bell & Albert Whitfield
Beeney & Walker
David G. Utley
L. K. Bell & Herbert Osborn
Dan Harris '
John R. Taylor & Jas. Duncan
W. H. Cox & Sherman Slaton
N. H. Scott
M. C. Clark

Avg. T. Basket
$28.16 $33.00
31.07
35.00
28.51
29.77
31.11
29.52
31.13
30.73
31.94
29.68
30.88
29.53
29.74
31.99
29.65
31.10
27.75
29.44
32.96
27.65
28.02
29.08
29.97
27.84
28.32
29.50
32.51
28.61
29.60
29.34
30.18
29.83
29.09
30.26

29.50
35.00
36.00
35.00
35.00
34.00
35.00
32.00
35.00
32.00
34.00
36.00
35.00
32.00
33.00
34.00
36.00
34.00
33.00
34.00
35.00
33.00
30.00
33.00
36.00
30.00
32.00
32.00
35.00
34.00
34.00
35.00

30.22
31.24
28.59
27.56

34.00
33.00
32.00
33.00

28.14
29.63
29.70
30.20
32.00
29.51
30.17
30.50
30.29
29.43
27.46
28.84
33.24
31.42
32.18
29.37
32.57
29.82

34.00
33.00
33.00
36.00
36.00
36.00
35.00
36.00
32.00
34.00
30.00
33.00_
35.00
35.00
36.00
36.00
36.00
34.00

NAME
COUNTY
Marcus Cowan
L. K. Bell & Clifford Corneal "
T. W. Reynolds & L. Huddleston "
C. R. Brackett & Toni Maxwell"
G. C. Byrum & Bennie Qualls "
Hubert Breedlove & E. H. Jones"
G. L. Clayton
G. C. Ligon & G. C. King
J. B. Daniels & M. Johnson "
Mrs. Vadie Veazey & J. T. Rhew "
E. R. Peyton & Clint Lacey
H. C. Brown & Lilburn Ashby "
Hezzie Brown
J. H. Williams & Norman Ashby "
Harvey U. Harris
Pt
Horace Miller
R. W. Matney
•
L. K. Bell & Cleadus Conical "
W. E. & Martin Harris
Henry Holloway
Lyon
Corbitt Oliver
Ira Gilkey
•
J. G. Drennan
•
Liney Divine & Cashel Miller McLean
Mrs. Myrtle Wicks
C. C. Gossett
Muhlenberg
Lawrence Tooke
Trigg
Street & Noel & Noble Hall "
Street & Noel & R. Cunningham "
Douglas Hall
•
tO
Albert Overby
J. H. King
E. Peal & J. Lyons
Pt
W. R. Hopson
M. L. Adams
Crute & Noel
Willie C. Melton
Webster
T. A. Steward & Johnie Jones "
Joe Harmon
K. B. Williams & A. Whiteside "
C. M. Herron & M. E. Majors "
Ferdie Frasier & J. B. Cotton "
Roscoe Winstead
L. L. Luck
Pt
Harry Stull
Raymond Cherry
•
C. F. Tow
•
Callis & Rakins &
W. M. Hawkins
PP
Charlie Frasier
E. G. Baiter & J. A..Villines "
Wes. Brooks
PP
-Ben Skinner ,
Herschel Crowley
J. A. Vannes
•
H. K. Stull k Lizzie Baker
•
D. D. Woodson & Jeff Gibson "
Harry E. Ashby
•
It
0. S. Link
Basil Brown & Camilla Brown "

Avg. T.Basket
33.03
35.00
29.78
35.00
28.30
34.00
30.37
35.00
29.43
32.00
30.12
32.00
30.68
35.00
28.81
34.00
35.00
30.46
29.67
35.00
37.00
28.75
35.00
29.50
29.08
36.00
35.00
30.86
31.10
35.00
29.68
35.00
29.65
34.00
31.00
35.00
30.83
35.00
28.67
30.00
28.17
30.00
30.36
35.00
30.69
33.00
28.55
32.00
28.01
33.00
28.13
32.00
32.45
36.00
29.68
35.00
29.51
36.00
29.21
36.00
31.29
35.00
29.32
34.00
30.63
34.00
31.00
28.40
28.12
34.00
27.60
32.00
29.07
35.00
28.74
31.00
30.13
35.00
34.00
28.20
29.50
35.00
31.35
35.00
28.20
34.00
30.34
32.00
30.30
36.00
30.20
36.00
32.84
35.00
33.33
31.07
31.76
32.40
30.49
29.37
32.97
30.76
27.86
27.91
30.59
3931

35.00
32.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
34.00
36.00
36.00
33.00
31.00
34.00
35.00

CONTINUE TO SELL YOUR TOBACCO ON

Brooks Loose Leaf Floor
Telephone 63 EVERY BASKET SOLD FOR ITS HIGHEST MARKET VALUE., Madisonville, Ky.
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Christian Youth
Celebrate 'Week'
Daily Activities Mark
National Observance
At Local Church

•
•

4
gi
,

20 Boy Scouts
Job
Do Clothing
For Overseas

Police Court
Busy In January
January was one of the busiest months in the history of the
Princeton Police Court with 56
cases docketed and fines and
costs totaling $877, the Council
was informed Monday.
The month's actual Police
Court collections totaled $659;
replevin bonds, $126.
Of those arraigned, 53 were
convicted, two being held for
grand jury action; one chailged
with permitting chickens to run
at large, was dismissed.
The highest fine was $100 on
charge of reckless driving. Infractions of anti-liquor laws accounted for 43 of the cases
docketed.
Report of Fire Department
showed response to five calls
WYATT URGES CEILING ON during,
. January at an expense
ALL HOUSES—Wilson Wyatt, of $233 for services. The report
national
housing expediter, showed the month's property
tells House banking committee loss from fires exceeded $6,000.
that legislation should be Fire Chief Conway Lacey readopted to put price ceilings ported progress in flushing fire
on all houses, old as well as plugs and maintenance of equipnew. He also suggested price ment, including daily inspection
controls on building lots in of fire truck and motor.
cities. (AP Wirephoto)

National Youth Week was celebrated at the First Christian
Church with daily activities, including study of the subject:
"Mold the World."
Members sponsored the drive
for "The Disciple Center" at
Murray State College, in which
different denominations of the
State took part. Purpose was to
raise funds to help students get
an education. A representative
from the college, Jack Russell,
spoke to the group Thursday
night, explaining. the work of
this center.
The Youth banquet was held
Friday night at the church, followed by reorganization of the
Christian Youth Fellowship, conducted by the leader, Mrs. H.
C. Lester. A new recreation progriirrk, was ,planned, with Jimmy
O'Hara as sponsor. A surprise
party climaxed the night's entertainment.
Eleven young persons attended
The Porcupine advances into
the Youth Meeting at Hopkinsvine Saturday, and took part in a battle backwards.
a drama on "Christian World
were Sue Darnell,
Friendship Fund." Taking part in this
Marietta Stallins, Anna Lee Darnell, Virginia Wilson, Marlene
Cash, Martha Lee Mayes, Clara
Jean Cash and Mayme Frances
ref elseemferl et POISON GAS. Wilson, assisted by the director,
ISOZZIKA, Prielny Hest, Iniabara, flealag Skis. Chigger er filesesIts knee. Mrs. H. C. Lester.
Stale ex leaky Ilea. Tired Sweaty
Sunday night climaxed Youth
1441. A 'enlist, seething ledsa. Gel
IS usenet* Sem ex ky masa. Ste* Week, with a general program
liabersteries. Ileream. Ala.
at the regular C. Y. F. hour.
4.10_1@fardNial-00- 0.12f

Attention Tractor
Owners:
It will take several years for farmers to obtain all of
the new machinery needed for replacement and expansion,
states C. & L. Tractor Company, Princeton, Ky., Ferguson
System dealer there, in sounding a warning on winter care
of the tractor and implements with a view toward longer
wear.
He pointed out that all manufacturers are rushing
tractors and various types of equipment to dealers everywhere as production increases, but that the serviceability
of machinery now in use can be maintained by the following helpful suggestions:
Keep the battery clean, the terminals greased, the cells
filled with clean distilled water. The charge in the battery
should be maintained by running the engine or taking it
to a service station for re-chargine; when the tractor is not
in use for some time. Never store the battery on a concrete floor or in a damp place.

Administrator's Notice
All persons knowing themselves to be indebted to the
estate of Mrs. Minnie C. Gresham,
deceased, are hereby notified
to come forward and settle by
April 1, 1946; and all persons
having claims against said estate
will present same, duly verified
as required by law, to the undersigned on or before said date.
Dennie Cash, Admr.
R.F.D. No. 2, Princeton, Ky. 3tc
The U. S. statute mile is 5,28
eet in lenght, while the U. S.
autical mile is 6,080 feet long.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE
Because most omes and buildings are now centrally heated
Termites are active the year
around. They first attack the
understructure of a Minding
then pass onto floors, studding
and other parts of the house.
Use TERMINIX Inspection
Service.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Authorized Representative of
hio V Is
Termlnix Corporation

INSPECTIONS' FREE

C. & L. Tractor Company, Princeton, Ky., suggests that
a hot engine be allowed to cool gradually before filling
with cold water. In freezing weather, let the engine cool
off a bit before draining the water.

A coat of paint not only improves the looks and service
ability of the tractor, C. &. L. Tractor Co., states, but the
machine will work better and last longer.

Princeton, Ky.

(2
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?hones 67 — 167.

It Takes Soldier
28 Years To Get Home
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The population of the earth
increases approximately 20,000,000 annually.
The Gettysburg Address,
November 19, 1863

Administrator's Notice
All persons knowing themselves to be indebted to the
estate of Mrs. J. L. Small, deceased, are hereby notified to
come forward and settle by
April 1, 1946; and all persons
having claims against said estate
will present same, duly verified
as required by law, to Alvin
Lisanby, attorney, on or before
said date.
James L. Small, Admr. 3tc

CLASSIFIED ADS
HELM'S pullorum controlled chicks—
immediate
delivery — holder
fou
worlds records—brooding bulletins—
HELM'S HATCHERY—across fro
hitchyard—Princeton.
AVON
has two open districts I
Princeton. Write giving qualification
it
to Box 465, Owensboro, Ky.
FOR SALE—John Deere corn planter
with fertilizer attachment. John S
Mahan.

Peoria, Ill.
(IF) Sgt. Ora
E. Maul recently came home
from the war—World War I,
that is. The sergeant, 50 now
and still in the Army, reported
he had intended to return to
Peoria ever since he went to
France with the A. E. F., but
never got around to it.

'Auflu
Coui

Address delivered at the dedication of
the Cemetery at Gettysburg.
Four score and seven years ago our
fathers brought forth on this continent,
a new nation, conceived in Liberty, and
dedicated to the proposition that all men
are created equal.
Now we are engaged in a great civil war;
testing whether that nation, or any nation
so conceived and so dedicated, can long
endure. We are met on a great battlefield
of that war. We have come to dedicate a
portion of that field, as a final resting
place for those who here gave their lives
that that nation might live. It is altogether fitting and proper that we should
do this.
But, in a larger sense, we can not dedicate—we can not consecrate—we can not
hallow—this ground. The brave men, liv-

ing and dead, who struggled here have
consecrated it, far above our poor power
to add or detract. The world will little
note, nor long remember what we say
here, but it can never forget what they
did here. It is for us the living, rather,
to be dedicated here to the unfinished
work which they who fought here have
thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather
for us to be here dedicated to the great
task remaining before us — that from
these honored dead we take increased
devotion to that cause for which they
gave the last full measure of devotion—
that we here highly resolve that these
dead shall not have died in vain—that
this nation, under God, shall have a new
birth of freedom—and that government
of the people, by the people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

Can Furnish Special Lots at Attractive Prices
Elements of Elegance
... the suit that speaks
proudly of fashion of
beautiful detailing and
of elegant simplicity;
soft round shoulders that
drop gracefully into
winged sleeves. The
slight flare of the jacket,
ewest tlot seawskirt,
the setting detail of the
waist all portray you as
a trim and suited in
taste.

I
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OLIV-ILO TOILET SOAP!!!
OLIV-ILO SOAP,

a near lotion toilet soap,

OLD FASHIONED

WAFERS

lb. 22(

bulk,

We have other lovely
suits and newest styles
in coats.

Kentucky Experiment Station No. 16 and 41A

KRAUT

JUICE

large No. 2/
1
2 can 13(

ARMOUR'S

TREET

Just

Received

BEANS

11(
No. 2 can 13¢ 2 for 25f
No. 2 can

Place Your Order Now While Supply Is On Hand

quart bottle
No. 2 can

GREENS

16 oz. jar

14 oz. bottle

CATSUP

I

21(

jar

Week
at set i

1

„teams i

PARKER HOUSE

1 pound tin

COFFEE

31(

(vacuum packed, drip or regular grind)

CORN

Pink, (delicious and sweet)

pound
pound

9(

10(

13
(

PRESERVES

15 oz. jar

14

SWEET AND WHITE

PARSNIPS

SWEET FLORIDA (all sizes bulk)

ORANGES lb. 7¢ 8 lb. bag
NEW

POTATOES lb. 7/
1
2V 5 lbs. 35(

pound

TURNIPS

10

pound

LARGE MI SIZE

LEMONS

dozen

29(

Fresh Chesapeake Bay Oysters, Celery Head Lettuce, Georgia Cane Syrup, Dehydrated (dried) Apples, Peaches, Pears, Figs, Seeded and Seedless Raisins, Oyster Shells etc.

IN HOPKINSVILLE,

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

IT'S

CAYCE-YOST CO

Fertilizer

It horn
by
'titers
" ill
the 1

T,
five

No. 2 can

NEW TELAS

pound

court
viii

15 oz. jar

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

ONIONS

Sec

11

LADY BETTY MINCE

MEAT

TARA APRICOT

VELVET CHOCOLATE

GRAPEFRUIT

ía
• Next

BROOK'S TOMATO

DEL MONTE CREAM STYLE
DeLuxe Italkin Style (heat & serve) 15ct

SPAGHETTI

Best

39(

(with Pork and Tomato Sauce)

YELLOW

CARLOAD AMMONIUM NITRATE

field Seed

34

RED DART SUGAR

GREENS

•

Sula & Eliza II

12 oz. can

(a delicious meat used many ways)

PEAS

beef Cl

NANCY LEE TURNIP

large pkg. 21(

QUAKER OATS

I LC

pint bottle

Steele's Concord Grape

FRESH KALE (curly and green)
M111111111111111111■11111MINE

WELCH'S TOMATO

JUICE

1,e

cake 5¢

MEETER'S SAUER

BURLEY TOBACCO SEED
• King's Barnett

in :
' 114

• • 1:

SYRUP

Judy's Pride

:- ,•Pcst

!looser
)1r.

JUST RECEIVED — A shipment o
seersucker, spun rayon, cotton spun
rayon,
poplin,
white
sharkskin
Jersette and cotton print. Fedora
ted Store.
1

We Are Recleaners of Korean and
Kobe Lespedeza

II
Arth
• for
Dal

November 19, 1863.

WANTED — Housework or dishwash
ing Job. Mrs Lennie Cleaves, Caldit
well County Farm.

Home Grown Red Clover
Alfalfa—Oklahoma
Alsike Clover
Sweet Clover
White Clover
Ladins Clover

be

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

BABY CHICKS — Good Quality. Son
for price list and
save
money
Worthwhile Chicks, 101 W. Nort
Ave., Baltimore, 1, Maryland
It

PHILLIPS

This is a ten room house including
the Bath

Attorney for the Small estate

Robert E. Peters, coxswain,
Route 3, was honorably discharged from the Navy at Great
Lakes, Ill. Sunday.
• • •
John L. Wilson, Route 3, was
honorably disharged from the
naval service at Pt. Lewis, Wash.,
it was announced Tuesday.

Red Top
Timothy
Orchard Grass
Blue Grass
Rye Grass
COlumbia Seed Oats

Located at 423 East Main Street
Princeton Ky.

ALVIN LISANBY

Caldwell Service
Men Discharged

II

REGULAR OR QUICK

The J. L. Small Residence

If interested call or see

ACCUSED PASTOR READS
BIBLE—Rev. Frank E. Siple
(above), 53, pastor of the
Southern Church of God in
Grand Rapids, reads the Bible
in his cell while awaiting trial
on a charge of assault with
intent to kill an elder in the
church. Kent County prosecutor Menso R. Bolt announced
that the Rev. Siple had admitted giving poison to his daughter, Dorothy Ann, who died in
1939 at the age of 17. (AP
Wirephoto)
•

Sow Recleaned and Tested Field Seed
•
For Best Results

FOR PRIVATE SALE!

It is now being used as two apartments
with connecting bath; one consists of siyrooms, •
including the sun room and the Iwo upstairs
rooms; the other has three rooms. They each
have separate entrances and meters for gas
and electricity.

74

Elephant leather is so heavy
that a hide takes three years to
tan. But cattle hide can be tanned in only a few weeks with
modern methods.

FIELD SEED

Duke Davenport, Mgr.

The home has all modern conveniences including gas furnace, cedar lined closets and
other improvements not usually found in the
ordinary home.

•

Oliv-ilo is a near lotion soap, a fine soap made from Coco, Olive and other finest oils.
A real quality tollet soap.
The Red Front Stores, due to a fortunate purchase, are offering this splendid toilet soap
at the extreme low price of Sc a cake.

C.& L. Tractor Co.

The main floor consists of eight rooms including the large bath room and sun room;
there is also a glass inclosed back porch and
regular front porch; the upstairs is divided into
two large rooms.

Lest We Forget. . .

About 20 Boy Scouts, supervised by Chairman Merle Drain,
visited homes in Princeton Saturday, Jan. 26, collecting final
donations to the Victory Clothing Campaign.
Trucks were furnished by
Brown's and Smith's urniture
stores, and Mrs. J. B. Lester
headed a group of women,
members of local organizations,
who sorted and packed the
clothing last week.
These were Mesdames Rumsey
Tayler, William Larkins, Hugh
Goodwin, S. J. Lowry, R. S.
Gregory, W. C. Sparks, John
Ed Young, Harry Randolph and
Emery Dobbins.
The clothing will be weighed
before being shipped. cellections
were meager compared With
last year, Mr. Drain said. ,

The market was strong to 25
RECEIVED—Men's shirts an
cents higher compared with JUST
shorts. Federated Store.
1
sales a week ago at the Princeton stockyards Monday, it was OR SALE—Used roll-top desk;
announced
by Brad
Lacey, condition. Eldred Hardware Store
1
Phone 321.
manager. Total head sold was
422. Baby beeves topped at $16; 510 'REWARD—For confidential in
No. 1 veals, $16.80; and hogs, . formation leading to recovery o
white male setter bird dog, blac
$14.45. All fat hogs, 145 pounds
on one ear. Phone 655-J. See or cal
and up, sold at ceiling prices.
2t
Charles G. McLin.

The following steps are advised for tractor storage,
store tractor in shed or some other sheltered place, drain
entire fuel system and cooling system, remove the battery
for proper storage and relieve the tires by elevating the
tractor on blocks.

114 E. Court Square

Donations
Sufferers Meager, Chairman Says

Livestock Market

Slow starting in cold weather may be caused by too
heavy crankcase oil, frozen water pump, water in the fuel
system, moisture in the distributor, or dirty spark plugs.
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